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Testing the Design Variables of ECOSEL: A Market Mechanism for   1 

Forest Ecosystem Services  2 

 3 

Abstract: ECOSEL is a voluntary market framework for private provision of forest ecosystem services. 4 

Multi-objective optimization is used in conjunction with a unique funding mechanism to generate and 5 

market forest management alternatives that are projected to lead to efficient bundles of ecosystem 6 

services on a piece of forestland. ECOSEL allows the public to bid on the competing alternatives. 7 

Whichever option attracts the highest combined value of bids over the associated costs is implemented by 8 

the landowner. We conduct a series of experiments to test and inform the design of the mechanism in an 9 

attempt to maximize social surplus and seller revenues. We find that allowing the participants to 10 

communicate with each other during bidding increases the likelihood of an outcome that maximizes social 11 

surplus. We also find that a lower number of alternatives presented for bidding increases seller profit. 12 

Lastly, threshold cost disclosure, whether to disclose the amount of money to the bidders that would have 13 

to be raised for a particular alternative, has a mixed impact depending on the perceived value of the 14 

services. We identify a range of public good values where cost disclosure is always the best policy with 15 

respect to both social surplus and seller profit.  16 

Keywords: Experimental economics, mechanism design, multi-objective optimization, ecosystem service 17 
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Introduction 20 

The objective of this paper is to use experimental economics to inform the design of ECOSEL, a 21 

voluntary market framework (Tóth et al. 2010) for forest ecosystem services. We show that some of the 22 

design variables of the mechanism can be streamlined to maximize social surplus or forest landowner 23 

revenues, or both. In conducting the economic experiments to test the design of the market mechanism, 24 

we guided by the real-world context of ECOSEL. In other words, we try to preserve as much realism 25 

about the design parameters of ECOSEL as possible without compromising the experimental control. As 26 

a consequence, the experimental results are clearly applicable to ECOSEL, but they can also be used more 27 

generally in the context of voluntary provision of public goods. This study is the first experimental 28 

analysis of a voluntary funding mechanism for public goods where multiple, competing bundles of goods 29 

are offered and the bidders hold different private values with respect to these bundles.    30 

Forests provide a suite of ecosystem services to the public, and the goal of ECOSEL is to efficiently 31 

increase their provision. Clean air, water, carbon sequestration, recreational opportunities, wildlife habitat 32 

or even a place for spiritual recharge are some of the many benefits of forests.  It is difficult to capture the 33 

monetary value of these benefits as they are often characterized by various degrees of non-excludability 34 

and non-rivalry (e.g., Pagiola et al. 2004, p 10).  The owner of a forest that provides an expansive forest 35 

view would have difficulties in excluding someone else from enjoying the scenery even if the individual 36 

did not pay for the privilege; hence the non-excludability. Similarly, enjoying a forest’s scenery doesn’t 37 

reduce its supply. Others can still enjoy the benefits regardless of how many enjoyed these benefits 38 

before; hence the non-rivalry.  A well-known consequence of these properties of public goods is their 39 

under-provision in conventional markets (Pagiola et al. 2002). The inability to monetize the value of 40 

ecosystem services from forestlands can drive premature timber extraction or the conversion of land to 41 

real estate development. 42 

Markets provide an incentive for forest landowners to maximize return on their investments.   Land 43 

conversions often compromise ecosystem functions thereby diminishing public goods.  In the Pacific 44 

Coast Region of the United States alone, 15,000-20,000 ha of non-federal forestland have been lost to 45 
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urban development each year over the last two decades (Alig et al. 2010, p. 59). Many landowners who 46 

do not sell their land for development, manage their forests for maximum timber revenues — the greatest 47 

return on investment aside from selling the land.  Intensive timber production can also lead to decreased 48 

provision of non-timber services.  Regulatory responses that seek to minimize harvest intensity might be 49 

counterproductive as they often give an incentive for private landowners to abandon forestry and convert 50 

to a higher-and-better-use to avoid regulations (Bradley et al. 2009).  Timber regulations can also 51 

adversely affect rural, forest-dependent communities.   The development of a functioning market for 52 

forest ecosystem services would be beneficial to both rural and urban communities.  Rural communities 53 

could generate extra revenues while protecting the health and integrity of their resources, whereas people 54 

in urban centers who often express concern over intensive timber management would enjoy additional 55 

ecosystem services.    56 

While publicly-funded, voluntary conservation programs such as the Environmental Quality 57 

Incentives (EQIP), the Forest Land Enhancement, the Conservation Reserve (CRP), or the U.S. Forest 58 

Service’s Forest Stewardship Programs can be quite effective (Kilgore et al. 2007) in complementing 59 

regulatory frameworks, they are often underfunded.  Federal and state budget uncertainties suggest that 60 

improved funding for these programs is unlikely. Certification standards such as those administered by 61 

the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) or the Sustainable Forest Initiative (SFI) can also encourage the 62 

production of ecosystem services on forestlands that participate in these programs. However, the costs of 63 

compliance are typically borne by the landowner without guaranteed immediate payoffs. Other voluntary 64 

mechanisms that don’t rely on taxpayer dollars or political support can be critical complements to these 65 

efforts. The volume of private contributions that have been raised to support conservation programs in the 66 

United States such as those of the Nature Conservancy provides evidence for the effectiveness of 67 

voluntary contributions (The Nature Conservancy 2009). ECOSEL (Tóth et al. 2010) is one such 68 

mechanism with the unique capability of identifying minimum-cost management alternatives that lead to 69 

different combinations of ecosystem services, which are then offered to the public for competitive bidding 70 

via a web-based platform (University of Washington 2011). First we give a brief formal description of 71 

ECOSEL and then put the mechanism in the context of existing literature regarding the theoretical and 72 
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empirical properties of similar instruments. For a more comprehensive, technical introduction to 73 

ECOSEL, and its ability to bypass the problem of additionality, the reader is referred to Tóth et al. (2010). 74 

We conclude by justifying why it is critically important to test the efficiency and profit-generating 75 

capability of the proposed mechanism in laboratory settings before it can be implemented on the ground. 76 

 77 
 78 
 79 

The ECOSEL Mechanism and Terminology: 80 

ECOSEL is a voluntary market mechanism that attempts to match willing sellers (e.g., forest 81 

landowners) with willing buyers of ecosystem services via a web-based platform where, for select 82 

forestlands, competing minimum-cost management plans are offered for public bidding. In ECOSEL, the 83 

management plan with a combined value of bids that most exceeds the corresponding threshold cost (i.e., 84 

a profit-maximizing plan) is implemented by the landowner. Should the bids fall short of the reserve 85 

price, they are returned to the participants and the game concludes without management commitments. 86 

This makes the bidding phase of ECOSEL a variant of a subscription game and allows us to capitalize on 87 

existing theoretical and empirical literature on subscription games in order to further study how ECOSEL 88 

should be structured. Subscription games (Admati and Perry, 1991) are voluntary mechanisms for the 89 

provision of public goods that are provided only if the total of contributions exceeds the predetermined 90 

costs. Should the contributions fall short of these costs, they are refunded to the donors. The players or 91 

participants of the ECOSEL game ―subscribe‖ or contribute money to management plans that they want 92 

the landowner to implement. In the experiments that follow, we call the players subjects. Minimum cost 93 

plans are found via multi-objective optimization (Tóth et al. 2006, Tóth and McDill 2009) using the 94 

concept of Pareto-efficiency.  A management alternative is Pareto-efficient if none of the environmental 95 

outputs or costs that are projected to come with the alternative can be improved (i.e., increased for 96 

environmental outputs, or decreased for costs) without compromising another output. Presenting 97 

minimum cost alternatives is important for two reasons. First, minimum cost of provision of forest 98 

ecosystem services is a necessary condition for economic efficiency in their provision and, second, from 99 

the bidding perspective, one wishes to make reserve prices (a.k.a., threshold costs or provision points), 100 
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i.e., the costs that would have to be met for an alternative to be economically acceptable for the 101 

landowner, to be as low as possible. Lower prices are more likely to attract bidders. 102 

In the initial phase of an ECOSEL game, a multi-objective mathematical programming model of form 103 

 1 2( ), ( ),... ( ) : ( ) 0, {0,1}n
x

p Max f x f x f x g x x   is formulated, where x  is a vector of binary 104 

decision variables that represent the management activities that can potentially take place as part of the 105 

different alternatives. Functions ( )   {1,2,... }if x i n   denote the set of objectives that define the 106 

ecosystem services and commodity outputs that would result from a sequence of management decisions. 107 

Lastly, ( ) 0g x   is a set of inequalities that impose logical, operational and regulatory constraints on the 108 

decision variables. The regulatory constraints, such as maximum harvest opening size restrictions 109 

(Goycoolea et al. 2009), are crucial parts of an ECOSEL model as they determine what services and at 110 

what amounts are already being provided by regulation. It is also important to emphasize that the decision 111 

variables in program p are discrete and refer to the timing of 0-1 management decisions such as whether 112 

to cut a stand or not, or whether to decommission a road or not. The discrete nature of these decisions 113 

makes the monitoring of the production of ecosystem services fairly straightforward and inexpensive. 114 

While we note that ECOSEL can be used to capture more subtle changes in forest management such as 115 

thinning intensity or controlling species composition, there is plenty of evidence in the literature (Barbieri 116 

and Malueg 2008, Menezes et al. 2001) that public goods of only the discrete type have a reasonable 117 

chance to lead to efficient provision in subscription games. In practical terms, offering continuous public 118 

goods such as incremental changes in management in a game like ECOSEL might increase the modeling 119 

and monitoring expenses, which are parts of what is collectively called transaction costs, to an extent that 120 

would render the game unattractive to sellers or buyers, or both. The reader is referred to Tóth et al. 121 

(2006), Tóth and McDill (2009) or to Tóth et al. (2010) for examples on how exactly specific ecosystem 122 

services, such as carbon sequestration or wildlife habitat, can be captured in model p . 123 

The solution to program p in the objective space is a finite set of Pareto-efficient bundles of 124 

ecosystem and commodity services. In the corresponding decision space, the solution is a set of 125 

management plans defined by the optimal values of vector x . For convenience, we refer to a specific 126 
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management plan that is used in an ECOSEL game as an alternative or option. The projected combination 127 

of ecosystem services associated with an alternative is called a bundle. Since there is a one-on-one 128 

correspondence between alternatives and bundles, we use these terms interchangeably. Figure 1 depicts 129 

an actual set of Pareto-efficient management plans that were derived for Pack Forest, Washington as an 130 

example. Here, the ecosystem services to be sold are old-forest habitat area and carbon sequestration. The 131 

opportunity costs are defined as forgone timber revenues. Foregone timber revenue provides the 132 

appropriate measure of opportunity costs of a management plan for a forest which is managed primarily 133 

for timber revenues. For non-industrial forest landowners who have other ownership objectives (Butler 134 

2008, Lin 2010), the opportunity costs could be defined differently; for example as the minimum 135 

compensation to forego development revenues. In general, given the voluntary nature of ECOSEL, the 136 

definition of opportunity cost will depend on the landowner who is putting their forest management up for 137 

bidding. 138 

We note that since problem p  is a discrete optimization problem, solutions can only be found using 139 

specialized algorithms due to the lack of convexity. To derive the Pareto set in Figure 1, Tóth et al. (2010) 140 

used the Alpha-Delta Algorithm introduced in Tóth et al. (2006) and in Tóth and McDill (2009). Other 141 

techniques such as some variants of the Weighted Objective Function (Geoffrion 1968) or the ε-142 

Constraining Method (Haimes et al. 1971) could also be used. Assuming that one of the objectives in 143 

problem p  is an opportunity cost function, each solution (or equivalently: a management plan) has an 144 

associated cost in ECOSEL. In the proposed bidding process these costs serve as the basis for the 145 

threshold costs. The bidding process is open to the public whose bids are aggregated by the mechanism 146 

based on the notion of non-rivalry.   147 

To formalize the ECOSEL game, we let I denote the set of bundles of public goods, i.e., ecosystem 148 

services, that are available for bidding, and we let K denote the set of potential bidders. Subscripts i and j 149 

index set I and k indexes set K.  Each potential bidder k K is assumed to have a value, 
k

iv  associated 150 

with each bundle i I . This value is known to the individual but is not known by the other bidders. 151 

Finally, let 
k

ib denote the final bid that bidder k places on bundle i and let ir  denote the threshold cost of 152 
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bundle i. Bundle i wins in the ECOSEL game if the total bids associated with this bundle exceed the 153 

threshold cost, i.e., if 0k

ik K
b r


  , and if bundle i yields the maximum net revenue to the seller: 154 

 k k

i i j I j jk K k K
b r Max b r 
    . Then, if the subscription game is successful and bundle i wins, 155 

the net social benefit or social surplus associated with bundle i will be the sum of the resulting net 156 

benefits to the bidders and the net benefits to the seller :  k k k

i i i ik K ik K
rSS v b b

 
   

 
157 

k

i ik K
v r


  . Note that social surplus only depends on the values that the players assign to the winning 158 

scenario and on the associated threshold cost but not on the value of the bids. We regard bundle i efficient 159 

if, of all the bundles that are available for bidding, it is bundle i that maximizes iSS : 160 

 k k

i i j I j jk K k K
v r Max v r 
    . An outcome of ECOSEL is efficient if the bundle that wins in the 161 

game is also the one that maximizes social surplus. 162 

Classification of ECOSEL and Literature Review: 163 

ECOSEL can be viewed as a competitive, multidimensional, multi-good voluntary public goods 164 

subscription game with incomplete information, a predefined set of provision points (threshold costs) and 165 

refundable contributions (Admati and Perry 1991). Unlike most previously considered subscription 166 

games, ECOSEL can be competitive in that the players might have very different values with respect to 167 

the management plans offered and the resulting public goods (preference heterogeneity or asymmetry). 168 

Thus, a particular outcome of the game might be preferred by some, but not necessarily by all players. For 169 

example, a winning management plan that significantly reduces timber production in a forest might be a 170 

great outcome for a conservation organization or for recreational users, and these groups may even 171 

cooperatively bid to assure the outcome.  In contrast, a local sawmill whose operational viability depends 172 

on the raw materials that would come out of the forest will unlikely favor this outcome. The competitive 173 

nature of the ECOSEL game, as well as the fact that the mechanism is intended to generate revenues 174 

implies that the mechanism is also akin to auctions. For that reason, we refer to specific instances of the 175 

ECOSEL game as auctions. While private goods from forests such as timber are routinely sold in auctions 176 

and such auctions have been studied extensively (e.g., Athey et al., 2011, Stone and Rideout 1997), we 177 
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propose an auction mechanism for forest public goods. Unlike conventional auctions, however, ECOSEL 178 

is a multi-good auction because multiple, mutually-exclusive alternatives are offered for simultaneous 179 

bidding, and multiple bidders can win if the sum of their bids most exceeds the reserve price. The 180 

alternatives are also multidimensional in that they lead to bundles of different outputs rather than single 181 

products. In the forest management context, one plan could lead to more carbon sequestration and more 182 

old-forest habitat production but to less timber revenues than another plan. Depending on their 183 

preferences, bidders weigh the tradeoffs as they bid. ECOSEL is a game of incomplete information 184 

because, at the outset, the players don’t know about each other’s preferences with respect to the goods 185 

offered. Lastly, ECOSEL is intended to attract the sellers of ecosystem services by promising the 186 

possibility of a profit when the sum of bids exceeds the threshold costs. 187 

While the theoretical properties of complete-information subscription games have been studied (e.g., 188 

Bagnoli and Lipman 1989, Admati and Perry 1991, Marx and Matthews 2000), and encouraging 189 

properties regarding the possibility of voluntary provision of public goods have been established, games 190 

of incomplete information have proven to be much less tractable. Even static, two-player problems 191 

generate a profusion of equilibria and more exact characterizations require strong simplifying 192 

assumptions (Alboth et al. 2001, Barbieri and Malueg 2008, 2010, Laussel and Palfrey, 2003, Menezes et 193 

al. 2001). The general consensus in the theoretical literature suggests that, under incomplete information, 194 

subscription games are not efficient (Menezes et al. 2001, Laussel and Palfrey 2003, Barbieri and Malueg 195 

2010) due to the increased complexity of the coordination problem. In other words, there is a positive 196 

probability that a good is not provided in cases when it is efficient. However, Menezes et al. (2001) 197 

established that subscription games, where contributions are refunded if a threshold is not met, are 198 

superior in efficiency to games where no refunds are allowed. Also, Barbieri and Malueg (2008) showed 199 

that subscription games can act as profit-maximizing selling mechanisms over all incentive-compatible 200 

selling mechanisms, which is a very important result for ECOSEL (and reinforces the auction 201 

interpretation of an ECOSEL process). 202 

Lastly, evidence from public economics suggests that allowing the players to voluntarily disclose or 203 

conceal their identity in subscription games increases the likelihood of a successful outcome. ―Warm-204 
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glow‖ effects (Andreoni 1990), moral motivation (Brekke et al. 2002), social norms (Levy-Garboua et al. 205 

2009) and confidentiality (Andreoni and Petrie 2004) can all play a role and thus ECOSEL allows the 206 

players to decide how they want to manage their identity. 207 

Experimental research on the performance of public good subscription games started with Bagnoli 208 

and McKee (1991) setting out to test Bagnoli and Lipman’s (1989) theoretical findings of good efficiency 209 

properties of such games. While Bagnoli and McKee (1991) found strong evidence that the subscription 210 

games result in efficient public good provisions, their results were challenged by Mysker et al. (1996). 211 

Uncertainty regarding subject pool effects (Cadsby and Maynes 1999), incomplete information about 212 

valuations (Marks and Croson 1999), the number of subjects in the contributors’ pool (Rondeau et al. 213 

1999), and the effect of challenge and matching gifts both in the field and the laboratory (Rondeau and 214 

List 2008) make generalizations regarding the efficiency of the mechanism we aim to study difficult. The 215 

preponderance of evidence suggests that certain design features of these games are clearly conducive to 216 

more bidding. These include the presence of discrete thresholds in contributions (Isaac et al. 1989, 217 

Suleiman and Rapoport 1992, Dawes et al. 1986, Poe et al. 2002), a full refund in case the contributions 218 

don’t exceed the threshold (Isaac et al. 1989, Rapoport and Eshed-Levy 1989, Cadsby and Maynes 1999, 219 

Marks and Croson 1998), and allowing for multiple rounds as opposed to a single round of contributions 220 

(Schelling 1960, Marx and Matthews 2000). Other features of the mechanism are not as clear, and 221 

demand further investigation. 222 

 223 
Objectives and Justification: 224 

Two very important, but conceptually different questions arise in the context of ECOSEL. First, what 225 

kinds of bundles of ecosystem services should be offered for sale? And second, in what market context 226 

should these bundles be presented and under what market rules?  While actual preferences for ecosystem 227 

services are critical for answering the first, this paper focuses exclusively on the second question. We 228 

seek to find a design for the ECOSEL game which has the best potential to increase social welfare in 229 

terms of increased provision of forest ecosystem services to society. We want ECOSEL to be successful 230 

in selecting and funding management plans that are projected to yield as much net social benefits as 231 
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possible. A second, not necessarily conflicting, goal is to select a design that maximizes seller profit. 232 

Using experimental economics methods, we consider the effects of bidder communication, the number of 233 

alternatives presented, and threshold cost disclosure.  We chose these factors because neither economic 234 

theory nor experimental economics provide sufficient guidance for the context of a multi-unit public good 235 

subscription game of incomplete information. 236 

 The number of bundles of ecosystem services presented for bidding might affect the performance of 237 

the mechanism. Fewer alternatives might limit flexibility so that players are unsatisfied with the choices 238 

offered. A large number of bundles on the other hand may prove to be too difficult for the subjects to 239 

analyze and might also result in scattered bids preventing convergence towards a potentially successful 240 

outcome (cf., Bagnoli et al. 1992). 241 

Second, it is not clear if threshold costs should be disclosed to the bidders, or if it should be kept 242 

hidden and the players notified only if a particular threshold cost has been met. A coordinated group of 243 

bidders would have no difficulty closely bracketing the true threshold cost with repeated contribution 244 

rounds however such coordination is not guaranteed ex ante. We expect the coordination problem, a 245 

situation in which the players must make mutually consistent decisions to realize mutually beneficial 246 

outcomes, to be stronger if threshold costs are not disclosed as some bidding might be spent on threshold 247 

cost discovery rather than on tacit or explicit bidder cooperation. Previous theoretical (Nitzan and 248 

Romano 1990; Suleiman 1997) and experimental investigations indicate the efficiency properties of the 249 

mechanism may be hampered (Wit and Wilke 1998, Au 2004, Gustaffson et al. 2000) if the threshold 250 

costs are hidden. On the other hand, a recent theoretical analysis by McBride (2006) suggests that the 251 

contributions under threshold uncertainty may be higher if the value of the public good that is presented 252 

for bidding is sufficiently high. The reasoning behind this result is that an individual bidder is likely to 253 

contribute if they feel that they are a pivotal contributor. McBride (2006) shows that there exists a 254 

positive relationship between threshold uncertainty and the probability that one’s contribution is pivotal 255 

when the value of the public good is sufficiently high, with the direction of the relationship reversed when 256 

the value of the public good is low. In a recent experimental test of his prediction, McBride (2010) finds 257 
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some support for the hypothesis, although his results are based on a game with no refund and with a 258 

single public good project financed by all-or-nothing contributions. 259 

Finally, we wish to explore the impact of subject communication on the auction’s efficiency and on 260 

seller profit. On one hand, subject communication may help reduce free riding and the extent of the 261 

coordination problem (Baliga and Morris 2002, Farrell and Rabin 1996, Aumann and Hart 2003). 262 

Sometimes called ―cheap talk‖ due to its nonbinding nature, subject communication has been 263 

demonstrated to positively affect the performance of a voluntary contribution mechanism both in 264 

theoretical (Agastya et al. 2007) and experimental settings (Vossler et al. 2006, Krishnamurthy 2001). On 265 

the other hand, subject communication may act to erode seller profits as bidders coordinate to just exceed 266 

the threshold cost, thereby undermining one incentive for sellers to participate in the market. 267 

It is important to point out that laboratory tests are just one of the many procedures needed before a 268 

mechanism like ECOSEL can be implemented. A legal framework is currently under development to 269 

ensure that both the bidders and the sellers would enter into a binding contract. A third-party organization, 270 

e.g., a land trust, would monitor seller actions and ensure compliance with the winning management plan 271 

in cases where the services are being provided. Insurance arrangements might also be necessary for the 272 

landowner to hedge against unforeseen natural calamities and market uncertainties. Finally, stated 273 

preference surveys and qualitative focus group analyses may inform both the design of the mechanism 274 

and identify the set of ecosystem services that are of greatest interest to potential bidders in particular 275 

locations. While some of these investigations have been completed and others are underway, these 276 

analyses are beyond the scope of this paper. The laboratory tests informing the design of the ECOSEL 277 

mechanism are the focus of this study.   In this paper, we describe the experimental procedures and the 278 

empirical results used to derive the design recommendations.  279 

 280 

Methods 281 

Experimental procedures are described in four steps. We start with an account of the motivation 282 

behind and the generation of the five alternative forest management plans that were used to create the 283 

public goods bundles presented in the experimental auctions. Second, we define the hypotheses about the 284 
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three design variables that were tested: threshold cost disclosure, bidder communication and the number 285 

of alternatives offered. Experimental design is third, followed by a description of the econometric model 286 

that was used to test the hypotheses.  287 

 288 
Management Plans:  289 

For our laboratory tests, we selected five 45-year management plants for the University of 290 

Washington’s 1,700 ha Pack Forest (Fig. 1 and 2). The five plans, A-E, differ in their projected outcomes 291 

with respect to ecosystem services and the associated opportunity costs and represent a diverse range of 292 

contrasting but Pareto-efficient combinations of discounted net timber revenues, carbon sequestration, 293 

and old forest habitat production. The latter two services, as well as the timber revenue objective, were 294 

chosen based on stakeholder input.  All three outputs were imbedded in a mathematical program as 295 

functions of binary harvesting decisions that were to be applied to each of the 186 stands of the forest 296 

over nine 5-year long planning periods.  The detailed formulation of the mathematical model is given in 297 

Tóth et al (2010). The model was solved using Tóth and McDill’s (2009) Alpha-Delta Algorithm yielding 298 

a frontier of Pareto-efficient management plans, of which we chose five, A-E, for the laboratory tests 299 

(Fig. 1). Bundle A is the management plan that maximizes timber revenues given current regulations, 300 

timber prices, cost estimates, growth & yield estimates and the willingness of the University of 301 

Washington to maintain old-growth set-asides beyond what is required by law (i.e., seed capital). Bundles 302 

B-E are increasingly conservation oriented; they are projected to lead to increasing amounts of old forest 303 

habitat or carbon sequestration, or both at the expense of timber revenues. If a real auction was to take 304 

place at Pack Forest and none of the 5 bundles succeeded, Bundle A would be the most likely but not a 305 

certain outcome. For example, changes in prices, market demand and other factors may in the future make 306 

other options that are not necessarily known at the time of the auction, more profitable for the landowner.  307 

The uncertainty of future conditions suggests the threshold cost of Bundle A would be greater than zero in 308 

a real auction because there is an opportunity cost associated with giving up flexibility to depart from 309 

Bundle A as needed to maximize revenues. The threshold cost of Bundle A can be viewed as a 310 

―handcuff‖ fee for the landowner. 311 
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Each of the five plans represents one silvicultural pathway comprising of a sequence of nine yes-or-312 

no harvest decisions for each stand. They all meet the minimum standards of sustainability (Ettl 2010): 313 

the minimum, area-weighted average age of the forest at the end of the planning horizon exceeds the 314 

average initial age, the maximum harvest opening size never exceeds 40.47 ha in any of the nine planning 315 

periods (Washington State regulations dictate a 48.56 ha limit), and harvest volume fluctuations between 316 

adjacent periods are bounded between 90 and 120%.  The five management plans were presented in the 317 

experimental auctions as abstract trade-offs (not forest management scenarios) with relative, rescaled 318 

threshold costs so that the bidding process would not be affected by the preferences of bidders for actual 319 

ecosystem services. We emphasize that this study is about mechanism design and not about people’s 320 

preferences with respect to ecosystem services. By choosing a realistic set of management alternatives to 321 

build the abstract public goods, we preserve the general nature of tradeoffs between costs and the various 322 

dimensions of ecosystem services.  323 

 324 
Hypotheses:  325 

We explore the properties of our subscription game with varying numbers of subjects in each auction 326 

and under heterogeneous subject endowments and heterogeneous subject preferences with the preferences 327 

being private information (i.e. known only to the bidder). These ―nuisance‖ parameters intend to mimic 328 

real ECOSEL games where player pools, player preferences and purchasing power are beyond the 329 

auctioneer’s control (although we control for their impact in our econometric analysis). On the basis of 330 

existing theoretical and experimental literature, we formulate the following hypotheses regarding the 331 

impact of the three design variables on auction efficiency and seller profit.  332 

1. Number of bundles presented: 333 

H1E: Under preference heterogeneity, we expect coordination problems to be present, and, 334 

therefore, we hypothesize that the higher the number of bundles offered, the greater the 335 

coordination problem, and, in turn, the lower the economic efficiency of the auction.  336 

H1R: For similar reasons, we expect that higher number of bundles leads to lower seller 337 

revenues.  338 
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2. Threshold cost disclosure: 339 

H2E: We expect that the impact of threshold cost disclosure depends on the perceived value of 340 

the public good presented to the bidders. In particular, we expect threshold uncertainty to 341 

lead to lower economic efficiency when the value of public goods is low but to higher 342 

efficiency when it is high.   343 

H2R: Uncertainty over the threshold cost of a bundle may lead to over-contributions when the 344 

bundle ends up winning the auction. McBride (2006) calls these ―redundant contributions‖. 345 

Conditional on a bundle winning, we expect higher seller profit in auctions with 346 

undisclosed threshold costs.  347 

3. Subject communication: 348 

H3E: Recognizing that moral motivation, social norms, confidentiality, or ―warm-glow‖ effects 349 

can induce success in subscription games like ECOSEL (Brekke et al. 2002, Levy-Garboua 350 

et al. 2009, Andreoni and Petrie 2004, Andreoni 1990), we expect that auctions with subject 351 

communication would lead to higher net social benefits.  352 

H3R: We expect subject communication to reduce the overall surplus being lost to the seller 353 

leading to lower seller profit. 354 

 355 

Experimental design: 356 

To test the above hypotheses, we assigned binary treatment variables to the three design features. The 357 

number of bundles was set to be either ―high‖, where the abstract versions of all the 5 bundles from Pack 358 

Forests were used for bidding (Bundles A-E) or ―low‖, where only 3, Bundles B, C, and E were used 359 

(Fig. 1).  We let the binary variable that represents the number of bundles to take the value of 1 if three 360 

bundles are offered and 0 otherwise. We treated the threshold cost disclosure and subject communication 361 

policies also as yes-or-no design strategies. The threshold cost disclosure variable was set to 1 when the 362 

cost was disclosed, 0 otherwise, and the communication variable was set to 1 when communication 363 

among the subjects was allowed and 0 otherwise. This implies 8 auction types to be tested in a full 364 

factorial design. We used the following orthogonal fractional factorial design with 4 auction types: T1 365 
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(No communication, 3 bundles offered, threshold costs disclosed), T2 (No communication, 5 bundles 366 

offered, threshold costs not disclosed), T3 (Communication allowed, 3 bundles, threshold costs not 367 

disclosed), and T4 (Communication allowed, 5 bundles, threshold costs disclosed). Eight replications 368 

were carried out for each of the four auction types, each with a different subject pool. Orthogonal 369 

fractional factorial design, a standard choice in natural and social science fields (e.g., Fannin et al. 1981), 370 

allows the number of auction types that need to be tested to be cut by half without compromising the 371 

experimenter’s ability to estimate the effects of the three factors on social surplus and seller revenues. The 372 

four auction types (T1, T2, T3 and T4) were assigned to four physical locations (classrooms) in a Latin 373 

squares design (Table 1), where each cell represents a single experimental auction. Economic efficiency 374 

(ranging from 0 in the case of no public good provided to 1 if the efficient bundle of public goods is 375 

provided) and seller profit associated in those auctions are the outcomes of interest. 376 

As a next step, we created groups of bidders (subjects) to participate in the experimental auctions. We 377 

assigned predefined preferences for public goods and experimental monetary endowments to the subjects 378 

to use for bidding. We explored the properties of our subscription game with varying numbers of subjects 379 

in each auction and under heterogeneous subject endowments and heterogeneous subject preferences with 380 

the preferences being private information (i.e. known only to the bidder). By allowing these parameters to 381 

vary across the experimental auctions, we mimicked real ECOSEL games where player pools, player 382 

preferences and purchasing power are beyond the operator’s control. Our goal was to make the results as 383 

robust as possible with respect to these anticipated heterogeneities. Our choice of experimental design 384 

followed Friedman and Sunder (1994) and Croson (2005) to directly control for the treatment (design) 385 

variables and to randomly control for the ―nuisance‖ variables.  386 

To mirror the heterogeneous preferences that people might hold with respect to ecosystem services 387 

such as tons of carbon sequestered over a period time in a given forestland if alternative i is implemented 388 

(Xi), and hectares of old-forest habitat that would develop over the same period of time and given the 389 

same management alternative (Yi), we created the following induced payoff function for each player k: 390 

 391 
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where, in addition to using the same notation, ,  k k

i iv b  and ir , as in the Introduction, we let k  
to denote 394 

subject k’s endowment in Experimental Monetary Units (EMUs, where 1 EMU = US$0.25) and 395 

, {0,1,2}k k    to denote subject k’s induced preferences with respect to Xi  and Yi . The values of Xi  396 

and Yi  were scaled based on the actual carbon sequestration potential and old-forest habitat area of the 397 

bundles developed for Pack Forest (Fig. 2). Preference parameters k and k were drawn randomly from 398 

set {0,1,2} for each of the 4 auction types each subject participated in with the restriction that 399 

1k k   . This restriction was necessary to ensure that each subject had a positive value assigned to at 400 

least one public good in each bundle of two services. Table 2 summarizes the attributes of the bundles as 401 

they were presented to the subjects: we listed the assumed consequences for ―carbon sequestration‖ and 402 

―old-forest habitat‖ (the values of Xi  and Yi ), along with their threshold costs as shares of group 403 

endowments. The relative costs of the bundles follow the relative opportunity costs of changing 404 

management at Pack Forest. Given our definition of social surplus associated with a given bundle, that is 405 

the sum of valuations (
k

iv ’s) that the players assign to the bundles minus the threshold cost ( ir ), the 406 

welfare maximizing bundle was Bundle E for all auctions. Due to the pre-assigned heterogeneous 407 

preferences, however, Bundle E was not unanimously preferred in all groups of bidders mirroring a 408 

possible lack of consensus on the best forest management plan in a real ECOSEL auction.  409 

To introduce income heterogeneity, each subject was endowed with either 10 or 20 EMUs with a 50% 410 

chance each of getting either one for each auction. This allowed our findings to stand in the presence of 411 

some income heterogeneity, a likely factor in a real auction. An additional benefit of the randomization 412 

was to ensure that subjects would not be able to calculate the actual purchasing power available in the 413 

room by multiplying the value of their endowment with the number of subjects (although they could 414 

certainly get the minimum and a maximum estimate). This prevented coordination around simple cost-415 
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sharing rules, which could be observed in the lab but would not be applicable in a real-world ecosystem 416 

bidding situation.
1
 While the EMUs did not carry over between auctions, those units that remained in the 417 

hands of the subjects and were not used for bidding could be redeemed for US$ at the end of both auction 418 

series. 419 

Induced values, monetary endowments and subject group assignments were generated prior to the 420 

experiment. For each auction, each subject was given a different endowment and a set of induced values 421 

representing his or her payoffs in EMUs assuming that the associated bundle succeeds in the auction. 422 

Each subject participated in each of the four auction types (T1-T4). This involved random assignments of 423 

each subject to a row (room) in each of the columns (runs) in Table 1. No subject was assigned to the 424 

same auction type twice and by shuffling the subjects in each run of the experimental auctions we avoided 425 

the emergence of group-specific effects.  426 

 Subjects for the experimental auctions were recruited among University of Washington 427 

undergraduates across a variety of disciplines. To enable the experimenters to induce subject preferences 428 

that are not influenced by unobservable values that people might associate with ―public goods‖, ―forests‖, 429 

or ―ecosystem services‖, no mention of these terms was made on recruitment flyers or during the 430 

experimental sessions (for detailed subject instructions, see the Appendix). Again, the purpose of this 431 

investigation was to shed light on the features of the auction itself, rather than on bidder preferences. To 432 

that end, we exerted experimental control over the subjects’ preferences. As a result, our subject pools did 433 

not have to be representative of the population of actual bidders that we might expect to participate in real 434 

ECOSEL auctions. 435 

We implemented two series of experimental auctions, 32 in total, using the design in Table 1. The 436 

first series was designed to have 60 subjects and the second to have 80 subjects. In reality, 54 subjects 437 

participated in the first, and 68 subjects in the second series of auctions. Subjects in the first series 438 

                                                           
1 The degree of income heterogeneity used in our experiments may not be fully representative of a real situation where one or two 

large bidders (e.g., conservation groups) could have much more purchasing power than an individual bidder.  
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randomly drew an envelope coded 1-60 and subjects in the second series randomly drew one of the 80 439 

envelopes. Each envelope contained 4 smaller envelopes directing the subject to one of the 4 rooms to 440 

participate in the 4 auction types in a predetermined sequence. The small envelopes also contained the 441 

subject’s endowments in EMUs as well as the induced values representing their preferences for the public 442 

good bundles. Subjects arriving on time were paid a bonus of US$5 and were given an introductory 443 

presentation, as well as a quiz that tested their understanding of the experimental procedures (see 444 

Appendix for further details). The subjects then followed their specific auction sequence with the 445 

corresponding room assignments. Each auction started with a brief introduction to the auction rules. For 446 

example, subjects in a T2 auction were instructed not to communicate with each other, that 5 bundles 447 

were available for bidding, and that threshold costs were not disclosed. The introduction was followed by 448 

the 5 bidding rounds. The subjects were informed of the total bids and whether any bundle was winning 449 

after each round and they were told that Round 5 was the final round that determined the outcome of the 450 

auction. In each auction, subjects were given their induced values as determined by       in Eq. [1]. 451 

This information was presented to the subjects highlighting the fact that payoffs were conditional on the 452 

success of the associated bundles in the auction. The subjects were told that they could bid on multiple 453 

bundles, provided that the sum of their bids for different bundles did not exceed their endowment. EMU 454 

bids that were placed on bundles that failed to win were refunded to the subjects in full. The seller 455 

(experimenter) kept any excess of the subjects’ bids over the threshold costs. While there is some 456 

experimental evidence that the presence of various forms of rebates can enhance contributions towards a 457 

public good (cf., Croson and Marks 2000, Swallow et al. 2008, Spencer et al. 2009)
2
, we chose not to 458 

pursue this treatment. In order for the ecosystem auction to be attractive to forest landowners, a chance of 459 

profit must be offered. This chance would be taken away by the presence of full rebates. 460 

Both experimental sessions lasted for about 3.5 hours, including the introductory presentation, 461 

experimental auctions, debriefing session and the earnings payout session. Breaks and refreshments were 462 

                                                           
2 Swallow and colleagues (2008) report on a small-scale field experiment where farmers were the sellers of ecosystem services 

(bird habitat) and the public could aggregate their contributions to reach the threshold cost. While this is similar to our concept in 

that a provision point game is used, any possibility of seller profit was precluded by design by offering full rebates of bids in 

excess of threshold costs.  
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provided. Across both sessions, the average earnings comprised $29.1, for approximately $8.3/hour. We 463 

did not receive reports of subject fatigue and no attrition was observed.  464 

Econometric analysis: 465 

As the hypotheses state, we wish to measure the impacts of design variables on the efficiency of the 466 

proposed mechanism as well as on the profit generated. Seller profit is simply the largest positive 467 

difference between total bids and the bundle threshold cost. Profit is only obtained if the auction is 468 

successful. We use relative efficiency, defined as the ratio of the social surplus of the winning bundle to 469 

the maximum possible social surplus as a parsimonious measure of auction efficiency (and success). If no 470 

bundle wins, the relative efficiency of the auction, along with seller profit, is zero. If the efficient bundle 471 

wins, the relative efficiency is 1, and values lower than 1 are obtained if a less efficient bundle wins the 472 

auction. Given that profits can only be observed in successful auctions where relative efficiency is greater 473 

than 0, we developed a double-hurdle model for relative efficiency and seller profit to test the impact of 474 

the design variables on the performance of the proposed mechanism. Double-hurdle models, first 475 

introduced by Cragg in 1971, have been used extensively in microeconomics to study consumer behavior 476 

in markets where the consumption of a good can be observed only for those individuals who have 477 

selected themselves as market participants.  In our case, seller profit can only be observed for successful 478 

auctions, and analyzing factors influencing seller profit separately from auction efficiency may lead to 479 

selectivity bias.  Furthermore, relative efficiency and seller profit are also censored in the auctions as 480 

relative efficiency must be between 0 and 1 and seller profit cannot be negative. To deal with the 481 

selection process and variable censoring we specify the double-hurdle in terms of unobserved, or latent 482 

relative efficiency and latent seller profit, which are modeled as a function of the design variables and 483 

other relevant auction-level variables: 484 

 485 
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Equation [2a] is the relative efficiency and [2b] is the (latent) seller profit equation. Both *

iw , which 489 

denotes the latent relative efficiency, and 
*

iz , which denotes the latent seller profit, are linear functions of  490 

a set of regressors w

ia
 
for relative efficiency and z

ia for seller profit, with coefficients  and  , 491 

respectively. Error terms, i and i are assumed to be bivariate normal, independently and identically 492 

distributed over the set of bundles with zero means and a variance-covariance matrix of 493 

2

2

v  

  

  

  

 
   

 
, where the diagonal elements denote the variances and the off-diagonals denote 494 

the co-variances between the two error terms. Regressor vectors 
w

ia and 
z

ia  both comprise the three 495 

binary values of our design variables plus a set of other variables that have previously been shown to 496 

affect mechanism performance in subscription games (e.g., Croson and Marks 2000). After introducing 497 

the hurdle relationship between observed and latent profits and relative efficiency, we discuss these 498 

variables in detail. 499 

In the relative efficiency equation, the latent relative efficiency, 
*

iw , is unobservable.  Instead, we 500 

observe iw , which is related to the latent variable as follows:  501 

* *

*

*
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0     if       0
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  [3] 502 

 503 
Since the latent variable is assumed to be normally distributed, it could take on negative values and values 504 

greater than 1. Thus, it is important to focus on the observable relative efficiency, using the normality of 505 

the latent variable for convenience in estimation. Observed seller profit is non-negative. Zero profit may 506 

arise as a result of a failed auction or if the sum of the contributions is exactly equal to the threshold cost 507 

of the bundle: 508 

* * *  if  0  and  0

0    otherwise

i i i

i

z w z
z

  
 


  [4] 509 
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In addition to the design variables of threshold cost disclosure, the number of bundles, and subject 511 

communication, several other variables were introduced in the model specification. These additional 512 

variables were (1) the actual threshold cost of the bundle that maximized social surplus, (2) the actual 513 

maximum achievable net per person benefit (payoff or utility), (3) an interaction term between the cost 514 

disclosure variable and the maximum net benefit that was achievable in the auction, and (4) the variables 515 

capturing the subject learning effects
3
. We discuss these variables one by one. 516 

As presented in Table 2, the original experimental design called for the threshold costs of the bundles 517 

that maximized social surplus to be set to one half of the total group endowment. Some variation was 518 

introduced in these values due to a few recruited participants not showing up for the experiment (Table 3 519 

shows the actual threshold costs of the efficient bundle). We control for that variation in our model and 520 

expect that higher relative thresholds reduce the relative efficiency of the auction. We emphasize that this 521 

variable was not included in the profit equation (in vector 
z

ia in Eq. 2b), as profit is realized only after a 522 

threshold has been cleared. Of note is that this is the only difference between the compositions of vectors 523 

w

ia and 
z

ia . The two sets of regressors are identical with respect to all the other variables. 524 

 The maximum achievable net benefit, averaged over the group participants, is expected to positively 525 

impact relative efficiency. Being a measure of how much an individual stands to gain, on average, from 526 

the success of the auction, it should have a positive impact on auction performance (Croson and Marks 527 

2000). The expected impact on seller profit is ambiguous as it is not clear how the per person maximum 528 

benefit affects landowner profit once its impact on the success of the auction has been accounted for. 529 

Importantly, including an interaction term between the cost disclosure variable and the maximum 530 

achievable net benefit in an auction provides a basis for an empirical test of McBride’s (2006) result.  As 531 

discussed earlier, we expect threshold cost uncertainty (non-disclosure) to lead to lower relative efficiency 532 

when the value of the auction, as measured by the maximum achievable net benefit, is low but to higher 533 

                                                           
3 We also tested for group size and found that the number of bidders was not significant in either equation. This is an artifact of 

the way provision point was presented (as a fraction of the total group endowment), so a larger group with larger wealth would 

see a relatively more expensive public good. We were looking for the pure effect of group size. Similar to the existing literature 

(Isaac and Walker, 1988), we do not find such an effect. Based on our results discussed below, in the real setting, where threshold 

costs are fixed but group size can vary, increased group size would lead to relatively smaller threshold costs and would be 

beneficial for auction success.  
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efficiency when the value of public goods is high. Thus, we expect the coefficient on the cost disclosure 534 

variable to be positive, and we expect the coefficient on the interaction term to be negative, implying a 535 

critical value of a public good (i.e., the forest ecosystem services) which switches the impact of cost non-536 

disclosure from negative to positive.  Although McBride’s (2006) model did not address the impact of the 537 

value of the public good on over-contributions (i.e., seller profit), we included the interaction term in the 538 

profit equation. We expect that a tradeoff exists between the bidders’ desire to increase the share of the 539 

net benefit they get to enjoy in case the public good is provided (a case corresponding to lower seller 540 

profit) and the desire to see the high-value auction succeed. This suggests that the impacts of threshold 541 

disclosure and the interaction terms should be of opposite signs in the profit equation (in vector  in Eq. 542 

2b).   543 

We added two additional variables to vectors 
w

ia and 
z

ia in an attempt to account for subject learning 544 

effects and to see if these explain any of the variations in relative efficiency and seller profit. These extra 545 

variables were the auction run number (Table 1) and an interaction term between the communication 546 

variable and the run number. With the interaction term, we wished to capture the differential impact of 547 

subject communication as they gained more experience. It is important to note that the subjects were 548 

shuffled after each experimental auction to avoid group effects. Thus, the learning effects reflect only the 549 

impact of the subjects’ familiarity and comfort with the design of the experiments. 550 

Finally, although the subjects were carefully tutored and quizzed on their understanding of the 551 

experimental procedures before the actual auctions began (see Appendix), it is an accepted practice in 552 

experimental economics to treat the first rounds of the experiment as a practice or ―burn-in‖ runs (e.g.,  553 

Isaac and Walker 1988, McBride 2010). We followed this practice and excluded those auctions from the 554 

sample where the run number was 1 to ensure that the subjects were fully comfortable and familiar with 555 

the workings of the experiments.  556 

The coefficients of the double-hurdle model (vectors   and  ) were estimated by a maximum 557 

likelihood procedure using the SAS ® software’s Qualitative and Limited Dependent Variable Procedure 558 

(SAS Institute 2010). We discuss the estimation results and their interpretation in the next section. 559 
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 560 
Results and Discussion 561 

We start our discussion with an overview of the overall success rate of the experimental auctions, the 562 

average relative efficiency and average profit margin.  A detailed analysis of the estimated impacts of our 563 

design and nuisance variables on the mechanism’s relative efficiency and seller profit margins follows. 564 

We conclude the section by discussing the implications of the results on designing a voluntary market 565 

mechanism for forest ecosystem services. We report all of the experimental data in Table 3 but shade the 566 

first run auctions with grey to signify their exclusion from the analysis.  567 

 568 
Auction success, relative efficiency and seller profit: 569 

The right hand side of Table 3 shows the outcomes of each experimental auction: the winning 570 

bundles, along with their threshold costs, the realized net benefits, the relative efficiencies and the seller’s 571 

profit margins. Of the 24 experimental auctions (excluding the first auctions), the proposed mechanism 572 

succeeded, that is, a public good was provided in 16 trials. This corresponds to a success rate of 66.7%, 573 

which is quite high and is in line with findings from earlier research on similar provision point 574 

mechanisms (65% in Dawes et al. 1986; 33-63% in Croson and Marks 2000 and 50% in Swallow et al 575 

2008).  576 

As expected from theoretical analyses of subscription games of incomplete information, ECOSEL 577 

auctions were not fully efficient. Average relative efficiency, which was measured as the ratio of realized 578 

net benefits and the maximum possible net benefit, was observed to be 54.05% across the 24 experimental 579 

trials, and 81.07% in auctions ending with a public good being provided. Among the successful auctions, 580 

the theoretical welfare maximum, i.e., the maximum achievable net benefit, was obtained in 3 out of 16 581 

trials (18.75%). With the exception of a single experimental auction, all auctions ending with the 582 

provision of a public good generated a positive profit for the seller, with an average 11.32% margin. This 583 

profit margin was 7.55% if all the experimental auctions, including the ones that were unsuccessful, are 584 

considered. This represents the ex-ante, unconditional, profit expectation for the potential seller of 585 

ecosystem services. This result is encouraging in the sense that ECOSEL needs to be able to offer a 586 
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chance for significant profit to maximize forest landowner buy-in, thereby putting the mechanism in a 587 

distinct advantage over other voluntary instruments such as forest certification.  588 

 589 
The impact of design and nuisance variables: 590 

Table 4 presents the results of the estimation of the design and nuisance variable coefficients of the 591 

double-hurdle model [2-4]. Of the three design variables, communication and the threshold cost 592 

disclosure variables have a significant (<10% level of significance) impact on relative efficiency of the 593 

auction (Table 4). In terms of seller profit, the number of bundles and threshold cost disclosure variable 594 

had a significant impact. The former affected the profit positively, whereas the latter negatively. The 595 

auction run number was significant in the relative efficiency equation, and the interaction term between 596 

the run number and the communication variable failed to produce a significant effect on either efficiency 597 

or profit. This suggests that subject learning has a positive impact on the success of the auction, but that 598 

effect is not related to better communication among subjects. Next, we discuss whether our hypotheses 599 

can be corroborated or rejected based on the results of the econometric model.  600 

Hypotheses H1E and H1R dealt with the impact of the number of bundles presented to the subjects. 601 

While no significant impact is observed in terms of relative efficiency, presenting three as opposed to five 602 

bundles was found to increase seller profit by 3.5 EMUs (12 percentage point increase in the profit 603 

margin), all other things being equal, and where the computation of the marginal impacts takes into 604 

account nonlinearities due to dependent variable censoring
4
. This impact, which is positive and 605 

statistically significant at the 5% level of significance, can be attributed to a smaller extent of the 606 

coordination problem.  607 

Our hypotheses with respect to threshold cost disclosure (H2E, and H2R) are tested by observing the 608 

coefficients on the cost disclosure variable and the interaction term between cost disclosure and the 609 

maximum achievable net benefit from an auction. Our hypothesis H2E is corroborated: we observe a 610 

                                                           
4 The details of the calculation of the marginal effects on a censored variable (relative efficiency) can be found in Greene (2003), 

p. 765. The estimated marginal effects in the profit equation needs to take into account two things: 1) censoring in the latent 

variable and 2) the selection process posited by the model. The marginal effects accounting for selection are computed using 

formulas presented in Greene (2003), pp. 782-783, and modified for censoring from below. The computations are carried out for 

each observation in the sample and averaged over the sample to arrive at the marginal effects presented. 
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positive and significant impact of cost disclosure dummy on relative efficiency, while McBride’s (2006) 611 

result finds empirical support, as the coefficient on the interaction term is negative and significant. In our 612 

sample, the marginal impact of cost disclosure is a ~ 4.35% addition to relative efficiency. As discussed 613 

below, the model implies a critical value of the public good when non-disclosure becomes beneficial to 614 

relative efficiency. In designing a real auction, this implies that we ought to take into account the value of 615 

the ecosystem services being offered. If we expect the bundle to be valued highly by the potential bidders, 616 

then not disclosing the costs may be warranted on efficiency grounds.  617 

Hypothesis H2R is corroborated as well: all things being equal, disclosing the threshold costs leads to 618 

lower seller profit. However, this effect is mitigated by the value of the auction to the bidders, and a high 619 

enough maximum net benefit from an auction could lead to a positive impact on seller profit from cost 620 

disclosure. On net, in our sample, the marginal impact of disclosure is 2.6 EMU (10 percentage point) 621 

reduction in seller profit.  622 

The effect of non-binding communication is also consistent with our hypotheses (H3E and H3R): 623 

communication is estimated to have a persistent (non-diminishing with auction runs, as evidenced by the 624 

lack of significance of the communication/auction run interaction) positive impact on relative efficiency. 625 

We expected that the possibility of communication between subjects may reduce free-riding and reduce 626 

the coordination problem, as subjects were free to announce their preferred bundle of public goods or 627 

their intended bids (although the subjects were prohibited from disclosing their values or endowments or 628 

harassing other subjects in any fashion). Allowing subject communication has a large marginal impact of 629 

increasing relative efficiency of the experimental auction: 83%. The induced heterogeneity in subject 630 

valuations of the public goods bundles does not appear to undermine the effectiveness of communication. 631 

We do not disentangle the effect of communication on reducing free-riding from its impact on reducing 632 

the coordination problem, as our fractional factorial experimental design does not allow for separate 633 

estimation of the communication/number of bundles interaction. From the perspective of using the 634 

experimental results as a testbed for a forest ecosystem market, it is ultimately the net impact of 635 

communication that is of interest.  636 
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The effect of communication on seller profit is negative (as expected), but not significant. Our results 637 

are consistent with earlier studies (Krishnamurthy 2001), and provide empirical support to the positive 638 

postulated impact of communication on the efficiency of contribution games posited by Agastya et al. 639 

(2007).  640 

As expected, the higher relative threshold of the efficient bundle, the lower the relative efficiency of 641 

the experimental auction. The maximum net benefit from the efficient bundle, averaged over the group 642 

participants, is found to positively impact the relative efficiency of the auction, and to have no significant 643 

impact on seller profit.  644 

Finally, we note that the correlation in unobservables,   was not found to be significant under the 645 

two-sided test of the null hypothesis. That said, our expectation is that this correlation may be positive if 646 

the unobservable characteristics leading to a more efficient auction are positively related to unobservable 647 

characteristics influencing profit (e.g., some ―bidding spirit‖ not captured by the model). We find some 648 

empirical support for this expectation: the one-sided hypothesis test of   being non-negative has a p-649 

value of 0.099, allowing us to claim that  is non-negative at 10% level of significance
5
.  This suggests 650 

that ignoring the selection process in unobservables would lead to biased estimates, and joint modeling of 651 

relative efficiency and seller profit is appropriate.  652 

 653 
Design implications: 654 

Given that our practical interest lies in using the experimental results for the design and 655 

administration of a real auction for forest ecosystem services, we analyze the predicted impact of the 656 

design variables in terms of both relative efficiency and seller profit. We explore whether some auction 657 

designs could be deemed to be superior or inferior along these two dimensions. In particular, we are 658 

looking for designs which would be Pareto-efficient (non-dominated) in efficiency-profit space. 659 

Conceptually, there can be several designs which would trade off the expected efficiency of the 660 

mechanism with the seller profit, conditional on the auction successfully providing a public good. Also, 661 

many designs could be discarded if they were shown to be inferior (dominated) by others. We do find a 662 

                                                           
5 We thank the anonymous reviewer for this observation. 
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potential for such tradeoffs and for eliminating some auction designs in our experimental results. Of the 663 

three design variables, communication was found to be positively influencing relative efficiency without a 664 

significant impact on seller profit, and a low number of bundles was found to positively affect profit 665 

without a significant impact on relative efficiency. This immediately leads to auction designs involving 666 

communication and low number of bundles dominating other design options. Communication can be 667 

supported within the ECOSEL website by an internal messaging system where the bidders can contact 668 

each other with or without disclosing their identity. Links to social media can encourage players to build 669 

and nurture their causes towards forest services and establish larger coalitions for bidding. The result that 670 

a low number of bundles increase seller profit, highlights the importance of careful pre-auction planning 671 

for the forest landowner. The select management plans/bundles must be maximally representative of the 672 

dominant views of the known stakeholders. For auctions that involve large and valuable forest assets, this 673 

might mean that stated preference surveys might have to be done by the landowner prior to the auction. 674 

 Unlike communication and the number of bundles, the effect of cost disclosure on both efficiency 675 

and profit depends on the value of the public good available in an auction. Our experimental results allow 676 

us to identify a range of public good values where not disclosing the threshold costs is the preferred 677 

design from both the efficiency and profit standpoints. To see how this range can be derived, let 678 

  
*
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i iw d mi a d m

w a M   


      
  \ ,w
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a M   


     be the difference between 679 

the latent relative efficiency of an auction which includes the threshold cost disclosure policy and an 680 

auction which does not. M denotes the maximum per bidder value of the public good that can be attained 681 

from the auction, while iwa is the i
th
 element of vector wa , and i  is the i

th 
coefficient. Coefficient d  682 

denotes the effect of the cost disclosure variable on relative efficiency, while m  denotes the impact of 683 

the interaction term between the cost disclosure and the maximum achievable net benefit variables. 684 

Similarly, let 
     

*

\ , \ ,z z
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           be the 685 

difference in latent seller profit between an auction that uses cost disclosure and one which does not. 686 
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Here, iza  is the i
th
 element of vector za , and i  is the i

th 
coefficient.  Coefficient d  denotes the effect of 687 

the cost disclosure variable on seller profit, while m  denotes the impact of the interaction term. 688 

Clearly, if 
* 0w   and 

* 0z  , then disclosing the cost produces an auction which dominates non-689 

disclosure at the net benefit level of M , and if 
* 0w   and 

* 0z   then non-disclosure dominates 690 

threshold cost disclosure along both criteria of efficiency and profit at M . Otherwise, a tradeoff between 691 

efficiency and profit exists and the auction designer has to make a decision according to their preferences.  692 

Given the results from both theory (e.g. McBride 2006) and our laboratory tests, let us assume that 693 

0,  0,  0,  and 0d m d m       . Then, disclosure dominates non-disclosure whenever 694 

d m d mM       as long as d m d m      . Otherwise, i.e., if d m d m     , then 695 

non-disclosure dominates disclosure whenever d m d mM      . Clearly, given one set of 696 

parameters, there are only three scenarios: (1) d m d m     , or (2) d m d m     , or (3) 697 

d m d m     . At d m d m     , neither cost disclosure or nor non-disclosure makes any 698 

difference in relative efficiency or seller profit. Otherwise, depending on the magnitude of the effect of 699 

disclosure on relative efficiency relative its effect on profit, there will be a range of auctions where either 700 

the threshold cost disclosure or the non-disclosure policy, but not both, will be unambiguously preferable. 701 

Specifically, at low values of M , cost disclosure will lead to lower profit but higher relative efficiency. 702 

Then, as M increases, there is a range of values where, if d m d m     , then disclosure, and if 703 

d m d m     , then non-disclosure dominates in relative efficiency-profit space. Finally, at 704 

sufficiently high values of M , threshold cost disclosure leads to lower efficiency but higher seller profit.  705 

In our experiments, 173d m   EMUs and 204d m   EMUs. Thus, the behavior of experimental 706 

subjects suggests that when they are presented with auctions with a maximum realizable net per person 707 

benefit between 173 and 204 EMUs, not disclosing the threshold costs is the preferred design choice from 708 

both the efficiency and profit standpoints. In the experiments we analyzed, the average maximum net 709 

benefit per bidder was 12.7 EMUs, which is well below the range identified. This suggests that, at least 710 
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for the experimental auctions, a threshold cost disclosure policy leads to higher relative efficiency but to 711 

lower seller profit.  712 

In sum, our analysis suggests that design decisions have to take into account information on the likely 713 

magnitude of the net benefit forthcoming from the success of the auction. If the value of public goods 714 

presented is likely to be high, then the auction administrator faces a tradeoff between profit and 715 

efficiency. If efficiency is deemed relatively more important, threshold costs should not be disclosed to 716 

the bidders. On the other hand, if the auctions do not offer public goods of substantial value, then 717 

disclosing the threshold costs is likely to lead to better efficiency. This suggests that valuation exercises 718 

might need to precede the ecosystem services auctions to estimate the per person values potential bidders 719 

place on different bundles of ecosystem services. 720 

Of course, caveats are in order before these results can be applied to real ecosystem services auctions. 721 

First, in our experiments, subjects are committed to participating in some kind of an auction before they 722 

see the specific design. In the real world, potential bidders may find it objectionable to even sign up for an 723 

auction where the cost of the bundle of ecosystem services is not disclosed. In a sense, this is an extensive 724 

margin consideration, versus the impact of cost disclosure on the intensive margin once the auction is 725 

underway. Second, subjects in an experimental session had a limited number of bidding rounds to 726 

discover the approximate magnitude of the threshold costs. Depending on the design of the real auction, 727 

bidders could adjust their non-committal bids before the auction ends in order to bracket the threshold 728 

cost of one or several bundles quite closely. Preventing such behavior, by limiting the number of bids a 729 

participant can submit for example, could make the auction too complex. 730 

Finally, we considered the effects of variables related to how affordable the public good is relative to 731 

the group budget, as well as the magnitude of the potential social surplus. We found that both of these 732 

variables positively impact the likelihood of public good provision and the relative efficiency of 733 

mechanism. In the real world, this clearly relates to the cost of providing forest ecosystem services and to 734 

the public’s willingness to pay for such benefits. We hope that emphasizing the cost-efficiency of the 735 

presented bundles of ecosystem services, via multi-objective optimization, can improve the 736 
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communication of costs to the public and make the bundles more attractive compared to contributions 737 

where the conservation investments may not be optimally spent.  738 

 739 

Conclusions 740 

In this article, we studied the design of a voluntary market mechanism for forest ecosystem services, 741 

called ECOSEL. ECOSEL is a subscription game that has been shown to have promising properties with 742 

respect to many of the critical issues that arise in the context of public good markets, such as additionality 743 

or free-riding (Tóth et al. 2010). Using analytical techniques from experimental economics, we tested the 744 

effects of select design variables in ECOSEL on the ability of the mechanism to both increase the 745 

provision of ecosystem services to society and to provide the landowners who produce these services with 746 

a profit. We restricted our analysis to three design choices: (1) whether or not communication among 747 

ECOSEL market participants should be allowed, (2) whether a lower or a higher number of alternative 748 

management plans should be offered for bidding, and (3) whether the reserve prices (or threshold costs) 749 

of these plans should be disclosed to the bidders. Our results indicate that subject communication 750 

positively affects the relative efficiency of the mechanism without significant impact on seller profit. 751 

Non-binding communication may alleviate the problem of free riding by creating an implicit social norm 752 

of contribution, as well as alleviating the coordination problem due to existence of multiple bundles of 753 

public goods. A practical implication of this finding is that the bidders should be given access to a variety 754 

of communication channels including messaging boards internal to the ECOSEL website and links to 755 

social media where causes for forest and biodiversity conservation can be built and nurtured in 756 

conjunction with specific auctions.  757 

Presenting fewer public goods to the bidders has a positive impact on seller profit, perhaps due to a 758 

smaller extent of the coordination problem, and has no significant impact on auction efficiency. This 759 

result suggests that potential sellers of forest ecosystem services must be careful as they select alternative 760 

plans for an ECOSEL auction. They need to manage the tradeoff between the risk of losing bidders with 761 

too few options and the reward of converging bids by selecting a small set of solutions that are broadly 762 

representative of the potentials of the resource. 763 
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The impact of disclosing the threshold costs was found to be consistent with theoretical results 764 

(McBride 2006) and has important implications for the design of real-world voluntary forest ecosystem 765 

markets. In particular, our results imply that a critical value of the public good exists where the non-766 

disclosure of threshold costs becomes beneficial to the mechanism’s relative efficiency. This suggests 767 

that, in designing a real world application of a subscription game like ECOSEL, we ought to take into 768 

account the value of the bundle of ecosystem services that are being offered. If we expect the bundle to be 769 

valued highly by the potential bidders, then not disclosing the costs may be warranted on efficiency 770 

grounds. However, high-value auctions perform better in generating seller profit when threshold costs are 771 

disclosed. We also found that there was a range of net expected auction benefits, where threshold cost 772 

disclosure may dominate other auction designs in terms of both the efficiency and the profit criteria. 773 

The three design variables that we tested in this study are not the only ones that should be considered. 774 

Other variables such as allowing for the presence of seed capital (List and Lucking-Reilly 2002), large 775 

leading bidders (Levy et al., 2011), auction duration and sequencing, the amount of information regarding 776 

other players’ bids disclosed to the bidders, and the features of the auction interface are also likely to be 777 

relevant for the design of a voluntary market. We leave the study of these options for future work. 778 

As a final note, we argue that by bringing some ideas from the theory of voluntary public good 779 

provision to the forefront of forest science, we encourage the community to take a serious look at 780 

voluntary mechanisms for funding forest ecosystem services. We believe that voluntary markets such as 781 

ECOSEL have the potential to play an important complementary role in promoting non-timber forest 782 

goods. This article shows how the design of such mechanisms can be studied in a rigorous manner. More 783 

generally, this work also contributes to the understanding of a class of public goods subscription games 784 

that is more general in structure than what have previously been studied in the literature.  785 
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Figure Captions 929 

Figure 1. Pareto-optimal forest management plans for Pack Forest, Washington. Each point on the 3-930 

dimensional surface represents a management plan, or equivalently, an ecosystem services 931 

bundle. Only five of the bundles are labeled: A-E. 932 

Figure 2. Real forest management plans serving as a basis for the bundles presented in the 933 

experimental auctions. 934 

 935 

Table Titles 936 

Table 1. Latin square-based experimental design. Vector r represents the scaled threshold costs that are 937 

associated with each of the three or five alternatives that are available in each experimental 938 

auction. 939 

Table 2. Bundle attributes (Xi and Yi) and threshold costs, as percentages of total group endowments, for 940 

each experimental auction type.  Values of iX  (―tons of carbon sequestration‖)  and Yi  941 

(―hectares of old-forest habitat‖) are scaled based on the actual carbon sequestration potential 942 

and old-forest habitat area of the bundles developed for Pack Forest, and threshold costs 943 

(reserve prices) were based on foregone revenue and scaled to the total endowments that were 944 

assigned to each group. 945 

Table 3. Experimental auction attributes and outcomes. The total endowments, the max total benefits and 946 

the max net benefits were adjusted to the number of subjects who participated in the tests. 947 

Relative efficiency was calculated as a ratio (%) of realized net benefit and the maximum 948 

attainable net benefit. In binary design vector (c, b, d), c=1 if communication is allowed, 0 949 

otherwise, b=1 if 3 bundles are used, 0 otherwise and d=1 if threshold cost is disclosed, 0 950 

otherwise). 951 

Table 4. Econometric estimates of impacts on auction relative efficiency and seller profit. 952 
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Baseline forest condition (2005) Basis for Bundle A (2050): Maximum net timber 

revenue, 28,338 t of carbon, 324 ac of old-forest habitat 

  

Basis for Bundle B (2050): 99% of maximum net timber 

revenue, 25,087 t of carbon, 534 ac of old-forest habitat 

Basis for Bundle C (2050): 68% of maximum net timber 

revenue, 76,790 t of carbon, 498 ac of old-forest habitat 

  

Basis for Bundle D (2050): 64% of maximum net timber 

revenue, 76,743 t of carbon, 699 ac of old-forest habitat 

Basis for Bundle E (2050): 47% of maximum net timber 

revenue, 96,830 t of carbon, 747 ac of old-forest habitat 

  

 

 960 

Figure 2961 
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Table 1. 

 

 
 

  

1 2 3 4

T1 T2 T3 T4

r =(37,122,135) r =(22,24,79,86,120) r =(23,76,115) r =(15,17,56,61,85)

T2 T3 T4 T1

r =(23,26,86,94,130) r =(22,73,110) r =(21,23,76,83,115) r =(17,56,85)

T3 T4 T1 T2

r =(18,59,90) r =(27,30,99,108,150) r =(20,66,100) r =(24,27,89,97,135)

T4 T1 T2 T3

r =(14,15,50,54,75) r =(13,43,65) r =(16,18,59,65,90) r =(28,92,140)
R4

Runs
Rooms

R1

R2

R3
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Table 2. 

 

 
 

Auction

types A B C D E

X i - 2.50 7.70 - 9.70

Y i - 5.30 5.00 - 7.50

Threshold costs 

(% group endowment)

X i 2.80 2.50 7.70 7.70 9.70

Y i 3.20 5.30 5.00 7.00 7.50

Threshold costs 

(% group endowment)

Note: Bundles B, C, and E were presented to subjects in auctions of type T1, T3 under 

             labels "a", "B", and "C"

10.00 33.33 - 50.00

50.00

Bundle attributes

9.00

T2, T4

10.00 33.33 36.00

T1, T3

Bundles (i )

-
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Table 3. 

 
Type(cbd)* Total endow- Max total Max net No. of Realized net Relative

/run# ments (EMU) benefit (EMU)  (EMU) (% of total endowment) benefit (EMU) players ID cost (EMU) benefit (EMU) efficiency (%) (EMU) (% margin)

1 T1(011)/1 320 476 185 57.81 291 20 - - - 0.00 - -

2 T1(011)/2 110 187 65 59.09 122 7 B 13 76 62.30 2 15.38

3 T1(011)/3 100 208 100 100.00 108 9 - - - 0.00 - -

4 T1(011)/4 160 195 85 53.13 110 9 B 17 77 70.00 2 11.76

5 T1(011)/1 310 459 185 59.68 274 21 B 37 168 61.31 6 16.22

6 T1(011)/2 100 168 65 65.00 103 8 B 13 71 68.93 1 7.69

7 T1(011)/3 200 282 100 50.00 182 15 - - - 0.00 - -

8 T1(011)/4 160 195 85 53.13 110 10 B 17 77 70.00 4 23.53

9 T2(000)/1 230 275 130 56.52 145 11 - - - 0.00 - -

10 T2(000)/2 190 246 120 63.16 126 11 - - - 0.00 - -

11 T2(000)/3 160 218 90 56.25 128 9 D 65 118 92.19 10 15.38

12 T2(000)/4 240 323 135 56.25 188 15 B 27 127 67.55 2 7.41

13 T2(000)/1 240 301 130 54.17 171 15 B 26 111 64.91 2 7.69

14 T2(000)/2 190 274 120 63.16 154 11 - - - 0.00 - -

15 T2(000)/3 180 238 90 50.00 148 12 - - - 0.00 - -

16 T2(000)/4 230 323 135 58.70 188 16 B 27 127 67.55 6 22.22

17 T3(110)/1 150 202 90 60.00 112 8 - - - 0.00 - -

18 T3(110)/2 180 252 110 61.11 142 13 B 22 104 73.24 4 18.18

19 T3(110)/3 220 305 115 52.27 190 14 E 115 190 100.00 11 9.57

20 T3(110)/4 200 270 140 70.00 130 12 - - - 0.00 - -

21 T3(110)/1 140 210 90 64.29 120 9 B 18 87 72.50 0 0.00

22 T3(110)/2 220 294 110 50.00 184 15 B 22 125 67.93 4 18.18

23 T3(110)/3 200 254 115 57.50 139 13 - - - 0.00 - -

24 T3(110)/4 260 326 140 53.85 186 17 C 92 146 78.49 12 13.04

25 T4(101)/1 110 181 75 68.18 106 7 D 54 100 94.34 13 24.07

26 T4(101)/2 230 343 150 65.22 193 15 - - - 0.00 - -

27 T4(101)/3 200 354 115 57.50 239 14 E 115 239 100.00 2 1.74

28 T4(101)/4 150 224 85 56.67 139 10 E 85 139 100.00 4 4.71

29 T4(101)/1 150 232 75 50.00 157 9 E 75 157 100.00 6 8.00

30 T4(101)/2 290 404 150 51.72 254 20 D 108 235 92.52 9 8.33

31 T4(101)/3 180 300 115 63.89 185 14 D 83 174 94.05 2 2.41

32 T4(101)/4 160 217 85 53.13 132 11 D 61 122 92.42 1 1.64

*: "(cbd)" stands for the binary design vector (communication, 3 bundles, threshold cost disclosure)

Threshold cost of welfare maximizing bundle ProfitWinning bundle
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Table 4. 

 

Estimate P-value Estimate P-value

Communication

allowed:

Low number of

bundles presented:

Threshold costs

disclosed:

Threshold cost of the

bundle that maximizes

social surplus

(% of group endowment):

Max achievable net

benefit per person:

Threshold cost disclosure

x  Max achievable net

benefit per person:

Auction run no.: 0.2406 0.068 1.2031 0.124

Auction run no. x

Communication allowed:

Standard deviations

(σ ν  / σ ε ):

Correlation coef. (ρ ):

Log. Likelihood:

Sample size (N ):

D
es

ig
n

 v
ar

ia
b

le
s

Relative efficiency equation [2a] Seller profit equation [2b]

0.323 4.4158 0.027

0.295

-0.2404

1.485 0.062 -5.8954

--- ----4.2499 0.007

1.3351 0.061 -13.337 0.011

-0.0077 0.08 0.0653 0.043

0.1537 0.01 0.0365 0.874

St
at

is
ti

cs

-0.2685 0.243 1.7812 0.268

N
u

is
an

ce
 v

ar
ia

b
le

s

24 16

< 0.0001

Estimate = 0.4379; P-value = 0.198

-51.915

0.4241 < 0.0001 2.7377
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Appendix: Experimental Protocol 

 

Instructions 

Thank you for agreeing to take part in this experiment conducted by University of Washington 

researchers.  This project provides an opportunity to earn a considerable amount of money, but only if 

you are careful to follow directions, make good decisions, and pay attention to the decisions that others 

are making.  Therefore, it is important for you (and for our research!) that you take your time to 

understand the instructions.  These instructions are your private information. Please do not communicate 

with the other participants unless expressly encouraged to do so.  If you have any questions, please ask us. 

Throughout the experiment we will use Experimental Monetary Units (EMUs) rather than U.S. dollars.  At 

the end of the experiment your EMU earnings will be converted to U.S. dollars at an exchange rate of 1 

EMU = 0.25 U.S. dollars (25 cents).  

You have picked an envelope containing a randomly assigned sequence of experiments that you will 

participate in.  A computer randomly generated that sequence, and it is important that you follow your 

own instructions for the duration of the experiment.  We have 4 different classrooms where experiments 

are conducted simultaneously.  Your envelope contains your individual sequence of classrooms.  Please 

move to the classroom indicated when we ask you.  

Your task 

The experiment consists of you participating in a series of mock auctions. Each auction will last for 5 

bidding rounds.  At the beginning of each auction, you will be given a randomly assigned amount of EMUs.  

We will refer to that amount as your “endowment”.  Your EMUs do not carry over between auctions: that 

is, you cannot use the EMUs you used in one room in another room.  You are assigned EMUs in each 

experiment and it is important to remember that each auction is a new research trial.  However, your 

EMUs accumulate, and at the end of the experiment you will be paid (total EMUs accumulated/4) dollars.  

Therefore you should seek to maximize your EMUs in each auction. 

In each auction, you and other participants in your room will be presented with a number of ‘projects’.  

Each project has a threshold cost associated with it.  If the sum of participants’ bids exceeds the project 

threshold cost, the project will “win” and you will earn the amount of EMUs indicated on your instructions 

sheet.  Your earnings represent the “value” you place on the project.  Only one project can “win”.  If 

contributions to more than one project exceed the threshold cost, for the project for which contribution 

exceed the cost by the largest amount, wins.  Contributions in excess of the threshold cost are kept by the 

experimenter.   

You can bid for multiple projects.  Exact bidding rules will be explained to you once you are ready to begin 

actual bidding. If a project does not “win”, you do not have to actually pay your bid.  However, if the 

project you bid for “wins”, you MUST surrender the EMUs you bid on that project.  If no project 

accumulates enough bids to cover its cost, you get to keep your endowment, but you earn no additional 

money.   
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After each round of bidding, you will be informed of 1) the total bids for each project and 2) whether any 

project is “winning”. The “winner” is determined by the outcome the 5th bidding round. If, after the last 

round of bidding, a project “wins”, you must put the EMUs you bid on the winning project in the envelope 

and hand it to us.  

Example and Control Questions 

In order for you to better understand the auction, let’s go through a simple example.  The values below 

are NOT the values you will see in actual auctions, and are for illustrative purposes only.  Let’s walk 

through the bidding rounds of a sample auction: 

 Projects, costs, and earnings 

Project Threshold Cost (EMU) 
Your earnings if project 

wins (EMU) 

A 100 5 

B 200 12 

C 300 15 

 

Suppose your endowment is 10 EMUs. Now, the bidding starts, and we orient you to the auction: 

Round 1 

Project 
Threshold Cost, 

(EMU) 

Your earnings if 

project wins 

(EMU) 

Your bid, 

(EMU) 

Total group 

bid (EMU) 
Project winning? 

A 100 5 2 150 Yes 

B 200 12 3 210 No 

C 300 15 5 250 No 

 

Both projects A and B have sufficient bids to cover their threshold costs, but total bids for A exceeds the 

cost by 50 EMUs, while total bids for B exceed the cost by only 10 EMUs, so, after Round 1, A is “winning”. 
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Round 2 

Project 
Threshold Cost 

(EMU) 

Your earnings if 

project wins, 

(EMU) 

Your bid, 

(EMU) 

Total group 

bid (EMU) 
Project winning? 

A 100 5 0 130 No 

B 200 12 5 240 Yes 

C 300 15 5 250 No 

 

Both project A and B have sufficient bids to cover their threshold costs, but total bids for B exceed the cost 

by 40 EMUs, while the total bids for A exceed the cost by only 30 EMUs, so, after Round 2, B is “winning”.  

Round 3 

Project 
Threshold Cost 

(EMU) 

Your earnings if 

project wins 

(EMU) 

Your bid, 

(EMU) 

Total group 

bid (EMU) 
Project winning? 

A 100 5 0 110 No 

B 200 12 3 220 Yes 

C 300 15 6 280 No 

 

Round 4 

Project 
Threshold Cost 

(EMU) 

Your earnings if 

project wins, 

(EMU) 

Your bid, 

(EMU) 

Total group 

bid (EMU) 
Project winning? 

A 100 5 0 110 No 

B 200 12 0 215 No 

C 300 15 8 320 Yes 

 

 

Round 5 (Final round) 

Project 
Threshold Cost 

(EMU) 

Your earnings if 

project wins 

(EMU) 

Your bid, 

(EMU) 

Total group 

bid (EMU) 
Project winning? 

A 100 5 0 102 No 

B 200 12 2 210 Yes 

C 300 15 3 298 No 
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The auction ends, with project B “winning”.  Since you bid 2 EMUs on project B, you have to give us 2 

EMUs.  Your bid on project C does not have to be paid, since project C did not win.  In addition, you win 12 

EMUs.  

Your total earnings are: 

10 EMUs given to you – 2 EMUs you have to pay + 12 EMUs you earn = 20 EMUs ($5) 

 

Self Test—Let’s see how well you understand the procedure. 

1. If we give you 20 EMUs for the first auction, and 15 EMUs for the second auction, how many EMUs do 

you have to bid with in auction 2? ______________ 

2. If the sample auction above ended after Round 3, 

a. Which projects would “win”? _____ 

b. How much would you be required to pay? ___ 

c. What would be your earnings from the auction? ____ 

3. If, at the end of the entire experiment, you have accumulated 45 EMUs from Auction 1, 20 EMUs from 

Auction 2, 40 EMUs from Auction 3, and 55 EMUs from Auction 4, 

a. How many EMUs have you accumulated at the end? _______ 

b. How many dollars would you be paid for your participation? _______ 

 

Instructions for the different auction types were presented to subjects using a Powerpoint presentation. For auctions 

in the first four rooms (top four rows of the experimental design table), the bidding rules were described as follows: 

 
 We will begin bidding shortly 

 The total of your bids cannot exceed your total EMU endowment 

 For example, if projects A,B,C are presented, and you were given 10 EMUs 

◦ Bid of 5 on A, 2 on B is ok 

◦ Bid of 8 on C is ok 

◦ Bid of 5 on B and 8 on C is NOT OK 

 

Auction T1: No Communication, 3 Projects, Costs Disclosed 

 

Script: You will now participate in an auction, where we will ask you for the bids you wish to place on 

projects A, B, or C. Please open the envelope for this auction [insert run number]. You are given an 

endowment of EMUs for this auction. You have 5 bid sheets, one for each round of bidding. On the bid 

sheets, we tell you how much each project needs to accumulate in contributions in order to have a 

potential to “win”. On the bid sheets, we tell you how many EMUs you will earn if a particular project 

“wins”. Your endowment and earnings is private information! DO NOT SHARE IT WITH ANY ONE! Please do 

not communicate in any way with other participants in the room!  If you have a question, please raise your 
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hand and we will come to your assistance.  After each round of bidding, we will tell you the total bids for 

each project. After the last round of bidding, if you bid any amount on the winning project, please place 

those EMUs in an envelope and return them to us.  

 

Auction T2: No Communication, 5 Projects, No Costs Disclosed 

 

Script: You will now participate in an auction, where we will ask you for the bids you wish to place on 

projects A,B,C,D, or E.  Please open the envelope for this auction [insert run number]. You are given an 

endowment of EMUs for this auction. You have 5 bid sheets, one for each round of bidding. On the bid 

sheets, we tell you how many EMUs you will earn if a particular project “wins”. Your endowment and 

earnings is private information! DO NOT SHARE IT WITH ANY ONE! Please do not communicate in any way 

with other participants in the room!  If you have a question, please raise your hand and we will come to 

your assistance.  After each round, we will simply tell you whether the total bids for the project are higher 

or lower than the threshold cost. You will not know the threshold cost exactly. After the last round of 

bidding, if you bid any amount on the winning project, please place those EMUs in an envelope and return 

them to us.  

 

Auction T3: Communication, 3 Projects, No Costs Disclosed 

 

Script: You will now participate in an auction, where we will ask you for the bids you wish to place on 

projects A,B, or C.  Please open the envelope for this auction [insert run number]. You You are given an 

endowment of EMUs for this auction. have 5 bid sheets, one for each round of bidding. On the bid sheets, 

we tell you how many EMUs you will earn if a particular project “wins”. Your endowment and earnings is 

private information! HOWEVER, YOU MAY DISCUSS YOUR BIDDING STRATEGY WITH OTHERS. 

EXPERIMENTER MAY STOP ALL COMMUNICATION IF DEEMED NECESSARY.  If you have a question, please 

still raise your hand and we will come to your assistance.  After each round, we will simply tell you 

whether the total bids for the project are higher or lower than the threshold cost. You will not know the 

threshold cost exactly. After the last round of bidding, if you bid any amount on the winning project, 

please place those EMUs in an envelope and return them to us.  

 

Auction T4: Communication, 5 Projects, Costs disclosed 

 

Script: You will now participate in an auction, where we will ask you for the bids you wish to place on 

projects A,B,C,D, or E.  Please open the envelope for this auction [insert run number]. You are given an 

endowment of EMUs for this auction. You have 5 bid sheets, one for each round of bidding. On the bid 

sheets, we tell you how much each project needs to accumulate in contributions in order to have a 

potential to “win”. On the bid sheets, we tell you how many EMUs you will earn if a particular project 

“wins”. Your endowment and earnings is private information! HOWEVER, YOU MAY DISCUSS YOUR 

BIDDING STRATEGY WITH OTHERS. EXPERIMENTER MAY STOP ALL COMMUNICATION IF DEEMED 

NECESSARY.  If you have a question, please still raise your hand and we will come to your assistance.  After 

each round of bidding, we will tell you the total bids for each project. After the last round of bidding, if you 

bid any amount on the winning project, please place those EMUs in an envelope and return them to us. 
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